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Drupal for Education and E-LearningPackt Publishing, 2008
Social media in the classroom provide unique opportunities for teaching and learning. This book helps you break through the hype, and shows you how to build a site in Drupal that incorporates the Web in your class, on your terms, to achieve specific learning goals.

This book provides the essential details to get the most out of your...
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AutoCAD 2009 & AutoCAD LT 2009 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
9 books in 1 — your key to success with AutoCAD!    

    Your one-stop guide to creating great technical drawings using AutoCAD 2009    

    Nobody ever said AutoCAD was easy, which is why you need a book that is! These nine minibooks cover all the stuff you need to know to set up AutoCAD...
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Inbound Marketing: Get Found Using Google, Social Media, and BlogsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Stop pushing your message out and start pulling your customers in

	

	Traditional "outbound" marketing methods like cold-calling, email blasts, advertising, and direct mail are increasingly less effective. People are getting better at blocking these interruptions out using Caller ID, spam protection, TiVo,...
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WordPress For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2017

	The bestselling guide to WordPress—fully updated


	Updated to capture all the changes expected to come with the latest release of WordPress, the brand-new edition of this bestselling guide gives you an all-access pass to using this powerful publishing platform to get your very own blog or website up and running—in...
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Essential Check Point FireWall-1 NG: An Installation, Configuration, and Troubleshooting GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Now there's a definitive insider's guide to planning, installing, configuring, and maintaining the newest version of the world's #1 firewall: Check Point™ FireWall-1® Next Generation™. Leading Check Point support authority Dameon Welch-Abernathy (a.k.a. PhoneBoy) offers exclusive hands-on tips, techniques, checklists, and...
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Design Patterns in Ruby (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Most design pattern books are based on C++ and Java. But Ruby is different—and the language's unique qualities make design patterns easier to implement and use. In this book, Russ Olsen demonstrates how to combine Ruby's power and elegance with patterns, and write more sophisticated, effective software with far fewer lines of code.
After...
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Python Web Development with DjangoAddison Wesley, 2008

	Using the simple, robust, Python-based Django framework, you can build powerful Web solutions with remarkably few lines of code. In Python Web Development with Django®, three experienced Django and Python developers cover all the techniques, tools, and concepts you need to make the most of Django 1.0, including all the major...
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Design For How People Learn (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	Products, technologies, and workplaces change so quickly today that everyone is continually learning. Many of us are also teaching, even when it's not in our job descriptions. Whether it's giving a presentation, writing documentation, or creating a website or blog, we need and want to share our knowledge with other people. But if...
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Effective Programming: More Than Writing CodeIndependent Publishers Group, 2012

	ABOUT THE BOOK Jeff Atwood began the Coding Horror blog in 2004, and is convinced that it changed his life. He needed a way to keep track of software development over time - whatever he was thinking about or working on. He researched subjects he found interesting, then documented his research with a public blog post, which he could easily...
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Getting Started with PhalconPackt Publishing, 2014

	Expand your PHP developer skills into the arena of creating web applications faster and better with Phalcon. Explore the MVC architecture and enjoy the ease of learning through practical instructions and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Build impressive web applications with the pace of C, the ease of PHP, and the...
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Introduction to Google Analytics: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	Develop your digital/online marketing skills and learn web analytics to understand the performance of websites and ad campaigns. Approaches covered will be immediately useful for business or nonprofit organizations. If you are completely new to Google Analytics and you want to learn the basics, this guide will introduce you to the...
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Professional Refactoring in Visual Basic (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Refactoring in Visual Basic    

    In this one-of-a-kind book, Microsoft MVP Danijel Arsenovski shows you how to utilize the power of refactoring to improve the design of your existing code and become more efficient and productive. He provides you with a hands-on approach so you'll quickly learn how to...
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